9am - 9:30am  ERP-Workday Discovery: Recruiting & Admissions
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

9:30am - 10am  ERP-Workday Discovery: FinAid&Bursar
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

10am - 10:30am  ERP-Workday Discovery: Registration & Advising & Faculty
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

10:30am - 11am  ERP-Workday Discovery: Student Life
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

11:15am - 1pm  ERP-Workday Discovery: Workday services – Deployment / Project scope
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: Per Beth Francoeur: This should be people who are familiar with the goals of Change Management- vision for the end result. Also, people with knowledge of the existing systems to perhaps the phases of when things might go live. In summary core project team NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

1:15pm - 2:30pm  ERP-Workday Discovery: IT
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

2:30pm - 3:45pm  ERP-Workday Discovery: HR
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved

3:45pm - 5pm  ERP-Workday Discovery: Finance
Calendar: GMHEC IS Evaluation
Created by: cnoelke@gmhec.org
Description: NOT IN PERSON EVERYBODY CALLS IN no room reserved